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DISHDRAWER

DISHDRAWER ROTOR CHANGE
There was a change in the rotor as from Serial Number AID525892 onwards.
The change is in the plastic cover just under the wash impeller, and will alleviate
priming problems encountered in some earlier machines.  The new rotor is
interchangeable with the earlier ones provided a new filter plate and lock nut are
also fitted.  To avoid confusion, we are making up a Version 1 kit as shown
below:

If you order Part Number: You will receive:
525736 V1 Rotor 525884 V2 Rotor & 525882 filter plate & lock nut
525884 V2 rotor 525884 V2 Rotor only

Please add theV2 Rotor, part number 525884, to your Parts Manual, part
number 599021.

MYSTERY F4 FAULT ON V1 DISHDRAWER
The V1 DishDrawer has a latching safety circuit that latches out during a power
outage/fluctuation.  When this occurs, the earth safety relay will remain out,
therefore isolating the heater plate from the AC supply.  During the next wash
after this occurs, an F4 fault will occur.

There is a simple test to determine whether there is a faulty module.  Switch the
power off at the wall for three seconds, then back on again, then go into the
diagnostics mode and carry out an element relay test.  Switch the element relay
on to see if the element heats.  If it does, the problem was caused by a power
outage/fluctuation.
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If it does not, the earth leakage relay may be latched out.  Turn the power off at
the wall for thirty seconds, then turn it back on again and carry out the same
element relay test in diagnostic mode.  If the element comes on during the
second test, but did not during the first test, the controller is faulty and will need
to be replaced.  The earth leakage relay should have relatched within three
seconds.

If the element did not heat during either test, carry out the tests for an F4 fault as
shown in the flow chart in your service manual.

DISHWASHERS

918 ELEMENT STUD CHANGE

Dishwashers with the serial number starting with AUD are now having elements
fitted with a 6mm-threaded stud.  When existing stock of the old element is
cleared, we will supply the new element in a kit form with the nuts.
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